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ABOUT OSIRIS
Osiris is connecting passionate music fans with like-minded companies
and artists—creating authentic experiences through music.

Launched in 2018, our network has grown to 30 podcasts which currently reach 200,000+ listens per
month and engage thousands more via social media, video, and events—all of which we leverage for
our partners. We have also achieved more than 2 million downloads in the past year.
With audio podcasts, video and live events, we create experiences and ignite discussion to delight
and inform music fans—while helping brands connect with highly engaged and difficult-to-reach
audiences.
Podcast listening continues to expand rapidly—12 million new people listened to a podcast in 2018—
and we know that videos account for about 50% of all mobile traffic. We look forward to talking with
you about how to help you reach and grow your audiences with these crucial and exciting mediums.

ABOUT OUR
AUDIENCE
Our listeners are deeply engaged and passionate
about the topics, artists, and companies they love.
Osiris music podcasts cover genres like indie rock,
classic rock, folk, jazz, bluegrass, jambands and
more, along with specific podcasts on Phish,
Grateful Dead, Ween, Widespread Panic and
Aqueous.
Our culture podcasts focus on diverse topics like
film and art, comedy, craft beer, parenting, history
and health and wellness.

▸ 76% aged 25-44
▸ 75% have at least a
bachelor’s degree
▸ 43% have a
household income
of $100K or more
▸ 50% listen to 4+
hours of podcasts
per week

SELECTED PODCASTS
Under the Scales was created by Tom
Marshall, longtime songwriter for Phish.
It focuses on the rich and complex
culture surrounding Phish and its
diverse, devoted fanbase.

Rock N Roll Archaeology is an episodic
overview of the history of rock music.
This show fuses narratives about music
with culture and technology, and shows
how much impact this music has had
on our society.

The Road to Now explains the history
behind important events and
outstanding individuals of today’s world.
Co-founded by Bob Crawford, a
founding member of The Avett
Brothers.

Touchdowns All Day is hosted by Jon
“Barber” Gutwillig, guitarist for the
Disco Biscuits. Jon Barber breaks down
Disco Biscuits jams with commentary
and analysis, and talks about music,
technology and lots of other topics.

No Simple Road is a Grateful Dead
podcast that is about much more than
just the band. They bring interviews
with musicians, artists, writers, and
fellow members of the broader Dead
community.

Amigos is hosted by Mike Finoia, a
touring comedian, producer and music
nerd. He invites friends, colleagues, and
special guests from all walks of the
entertainment world to discuss music,
comedy and everything in between.

To learn about all of our podcasts, please visit our website.

NEW ORIGINAL SERIES: OSIRIS LIMITED
TEXT

▸ Osiris Limited podcasts offer highprofile musicians and music figures
a platform to connect more deeply
with their fans through music and
their other passions.
▸ Osiris currently has series led by
Tom Marshall, the lyricist for Phish;
Bob Crawford, bass player for The
Avett Brothers; and Jon Barber,
guitarist for The Disco Biscuits.
▸ We are developing multiple
Limited series for release this fall.

TEXT

NEW ORIGINAL SERIES: OSIRIS CREATIVE
▸ Osiris Creative works with companies to
develop and produce original podcasts that
help tell a company’s story, promote its
brand ideas, and engage new audiences
with compelling creative content.
▸ Osiris works to understand a client’s
audience engagement objectives and
monetization strategy, then we script, record,
distribute, and promote the podcast while
tracking progress on those objectives.
▸ In October, we’ll release our first Osiris
Creative series with music creation platform
Splice, and are developing new series with
music companies and companies beyond
music, in areas like health & wellness,
outdoor recreation, technology, and travel.

SPONSOR
OPPORTUNITIES
▸ Original Osiris Creative podcast
▸ Osiris Limited sponsorships
▸ Podcast live read ads
▸ Video sponsorship
▸ Event branding
▸ Tailored social media/email content
▸ Earned media through JamBase, Brobible,
and more

According to Nielsen,
podcast ads deliver up
to 4.4x times better
brand recall than
display and other digital
media ads.
“Live reads” are an
effective, seamless and
intimate way to get your
message to your
audience—the ad is
read in the trusted,
familiar voice of the
host and integrated into
the podcast.
It’s less intrusive and
disruptive to the
listener, and sponsors
get a large share of
voice.

RECENT SPONSORSHIP PARTNERS

CASE STUDY:
BEN & JERRY’S
▸ One-month campaign to promote Ben &
Jerry’s ice cream flavor “It’s Ice...Cream”
and its partnership with the WaterWheel
Foundation. We reached 150,000 listeners
through podcasts and generated over
500,000 impressions on social media.
▸ Generated nearly 40% return on ad spend

“VERY EXCITING FOR OUR FIRST TEST OF
DISCOUNT CODES ON PODCASTING SPOTS!”
Ben & Jerry’s Representative

CASE STUDY:
CBD VERMONT
▸ Four-month campaign to drive traffic to
CBD Vermont’s new online store
▸ Reached 100,000 listeners through our
flagship podcast, Under the Scales
▸ Generated 170% return on ad spend

“WE’VE FOUND A DEDICATED, LIKEMINDED CUSTOMER BASE THAT IS
HELPING TO SUSTAIN OUR GROWTH AS A
STARTUP COMPANY”
CBD Vermont Co-Founder

EVENT & VIDEO BRANDING

PRICING
We offer flexible and competitive pricing. According
to AdvertiseCast, the industry average CPM is about
$25 for a 60-second live read, but can fluctuate
based on the number of listeners and the audience.
We work with your team to creatively customize an
execution plan that best suits your goals and
audiences, including packages with podcasts, video,
events and more.
Please direct all inquiries to Adam Caplan at
adam@osirispod.com

OSIRIS

THANK YOU!

